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1. Jura Deer Management Plan
Since Henry Evans pioneered the gathering of information to help inform deer management on Jura in the
late 1800’s, those entrusted with the stewardship of the island’s wild deer herd have long since
demonstrated the ability to gather useful data and work together.
Today, deer management may be guided by the Code of Practice on Deer Management but the information
captured by Evans in his book Jura Red Deer published in 1890 is as relevant today as it was then. These
links with the past serve as a useful reminder that deer and their management have been at the heart of this
island for a considerably long time. For the generations of stalkers, owners and managers involved today in
the management of deer on Jura, the responsibility to continue to manage this resource in a sustainable way
is inherent and long-practiced. Deer are deeply woven into the cultural and historical fabric of this unique
island, whose very name, many believe is derived from the old Norse for deer – hjörtr.
The aims therefore of this plan are to:
•
•
•
•

•

Capture as fully as possible, the importance of red deer and the range of public benefits that they
bring to Jura;
Identify and highlight opportunities to further enhance their value as a resource;
Describe wider land management objectives and consider opportunities for conservation and
diversification;
Set out a framework of agreed collaborative actions and monitoring to ensure the sustainable
management of the deer herd and the environment in which they live, safeguarding their welfare
and minimising any negative impacts they might have; and
Ensure that the planning process is consultative, transparent and open.
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2. Plan Structure, Implementation and Review
2.1 Plan Structure
This Plan will take account of all land management interests and objectives as well as those of other
Statutory Organisations and the wider public interest. The Plan will be structured into three sections.
● Part 1: The Management of Deer on Jura. This sets out background information and details the local
Public Interest relating to Deer Management on Jura. The plan will identify specific actions for the
Deer Management Group (DMG) and targets to be delivered by 2023. These will be reviewed on an
annual basis in the Working Plan. Information on individual management units is also contained here.
A systematic review of the whole plan will take place at the end of 5 years.
● Part 2: Group Operation. This section contains information relating to the effective operation and
functioning of the Deer Management Group
● Part 3: The Working Plan: This a live, dynamic document which will be continually updated and will
monitor progress in delivering the specific actions set out in Part 1. It will contain population models
and up to date information on culls, counts and population targets.
2.2 Deer Management Plan Implementation
Jura DMG members are committed to working openly, transparently and collaboratively to deliver the
objectives and actions in this plan. Members will continue to provide information gathered from habitat
monitoring, population census and cull reporting in order to agree and set culls on an annual basis. Group
members will communicate and meet on a regular basis to review progress, adapt management where
required and address any issues that arise in the local and wider area.

2.3 Deer Management Plan Adoption, Consultation and Review
The Deer Management Plan has been formally agreed and adopted by all the Members of the Group and will
run from 2019 to 2024. It will go through a consultation process and a copy given to the local Community
Council. The Plan will be formally reviewed in 2024.
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3. Jura – Deer Island
Jura is an island of around 36,692 ha (142 square miles) in the Inner Hebrides of Scotland, adjacent to the
north-east of Islay and forms part of the council area of Argyll and Bute. The very name Jura, is thought to
date from the Norse-Gael era, derived from the Old Norse word Dyrøy meaning "deer island". Red deer
(Cervus elaphus) are a priority species within the Upland Ecosystems of the Argyll and Bute Biodiversity
Action Plan and according to an SNH Commissioned Report in 2010 ‘Special qualities of the National Scenic
Areas’, herds of red deer comprise a key component of the landscape.
Jura is mountainous, with The Paps of Jura dominating the landscape. Except for small strips on the east
coast, Jura is underlain by Dalradian quartzite, an extremely hard and resistant rock. Deposited around 750 –
550 million years ago, the rocks of Jura are part of a sequence of rocks known as the ‘Dalradian Supergroup’
which were at the edge of an expanding ocean. As the least deformed and metamorphosed rocks of this
type in Scotland they are important for studying original sedimentary features and processes.
The coastal fringe has dramatic raised beaches and cliff lines on the west side of the island, and indented
bays and islets on the east shore. The southern part of the island, from Loch Tarbert southwards, is
designated as a national scenic area (NSA). The island is covered largely by vast areas of wet heath and
blanket bog with some woodland, both semi-natural and planted.
Jura has a rich biodiversity and is noted for its bird life, and especially for its raptors, including golden eagles,
white-tailed eagles, hen harriers, ospreys, buzzards and peregrines. The seas around Jura form part of the
Inner Hebrides and the Minches Special Area of Conservation due to their importance for Harbour
porpoises. Grey seals and otters are relatively common, as is the adder, the UK's only venomous snake. A
range of Bryophyte species have been recorded including 37 species of liverworts and 56 mosses. These
include Dumortier’s liverwort and the nationally scarce blunt-leaf tufa-moss.
The acid soil along the shore is thin and stony, mostly bare and infertile which limits the opportunities for
crofting or agriculture to small localised areas in the east. With only 196 inhabitants recorded in the 2011
census (population is currently thought to have risen to 230), Jura is one of the least densely populated
islands of Scotland. The main settlement is the village of Craighouse on the east coast, home to the Jura
distillery, the island's only hotel, shop and church.
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4. The History of Jura Deer & Their Management
4.1 Deer Pre-1800s.
As the climate warmed at the end of the last ice age and the ice caps retreated, Red deer and other
mammal species gradually arrived in mainland Britain around 10 – 11,000 years ago. It is likely that the
colonisation of some of the closer surrounding islands such as Jura was by land bridge.
Today Red deer are the only deer species found on Jura. A fossil antler exhumed from the foundations of the
Forest Lodge in 1876 links deer on Jura to prehistoric times, however, little is known about how deer
survived through various periods of human settlement and conflict on the island, from the arrival of nomadic
hunter-gatherers during the Mesolithic period, Viking invasions and periods of conflict between Clans during
the 16th and 17th Centuries during which deer were no longer recognised as anyone’s property.
It is likely that over the centuries, the deer population would have fluctuated considerably. A description of
the Isles of Scotland 1577-95 makes reference to many deer - “Jura, alias Deura…..it is maist pairt
wilderness and woodis, quhairin is mony deir, raes and other wild beistis, quhairthrow there is better hunting
in this Ile nor ony of the rest”. However in 1772, Pennant estimated there to be only 100 stags, and by 1844,
it is thought these had dwindled to 50-55. It is not until the arrival of Henry Evans in the late 1800’s that
good information about deer numbers and their distribution comes to light
4.2 Henry Evans
“I was made for Jura -and Jura was made for me” -Henry Evans
Henry Evans arrived on Jura in 1878 and leased 4 beats in the heart of the island, including what is now
Forest, Inver and part of Tarbert Estate (Figure 1). On the west and north-west the leased area (known
collectively as Forest) was bounded by sea and on the east by a deer fence which divided it from the
common grazing of the croft townships. The lease covered about 27,000 acres but sporting rights of the
large sheep farm of Tarbert were also included which, along with 5,000 sheep, also maintained a
considerable stock of deer. Ardfin lay to the south and Evan’s noted an area of 500 acres of woodland which
was particularly attractive to the much admired Ardfin stags, managed by James Campbell. Today Evans’s
Walk still marks the track made so that he could travel to Glenabatrick on the west coast on horse-back.
At this time, across Scotland an interest in deer forests and the building of deer herds to replace sheep stock
was growing. As is still the case even today, wider problems associated with deer-forest management were
calling for data that might aid their practical solution. Henry Evans was the first to conduct a series of
investigations over a number of years which were of huge importance to deer forests and his book Red Deer
of Jura (1890) was at that time a revolutionary insight into what is now called deer management. As well as
carrying out a census of the deer population, information was gathered on deer distribution as well as on
hind fertility, survival of yearling males and the proportionate numbers of hinds and stags. This was done for
the four beats and allowed a valuable insight into local variations.
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Although the boundaries of the beats are different to the Estate boundaries on Jura today, it is possible to
broadly compare the population in 1890 with the current population. The last count of South Jura in 2018
estimated the density to be 13.1 deer per km2. The equivalent density in 1890 was 15 deer per km2 (Table
1).
Table 1: Jura Deer Population 1890 (From Red Deer of Jura, H. Evans)
To allow a direct comparison, figures have been collated for the collective area Evans described as as
‘Forest’ and Ardfin which is the equivalent of the area counted today as ‘South Jura’.
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Figure 1: Historic Deer Management Units (1890)

4.3 Cromie Stags & Pin-teeth
A book called “The Deer Forests Of Scotland” published in 1896, makes mention of the Jura “cromie” stag.
Meaning “crooked” in Gaelic, the name refers to stags with unusual, distinctive backward sloping antlers.
Seemingly unique to Jura, Cromie stags are still occasionally seen within the herd today.
Another unusual characteristic occasionally seen today on Jura, is the appearance of stags with worn down
front teeth (left-hand photo below). Whilst it is usual to see molar teeth worn down in very old deer, the
front teeth tend to remain intact. Whether Evans noted something similar when he states in his book “I have
a fine 14 point head from a stag which had no front teeth; he was in good feeding ground, and had about a
half-an-inch of haunch fat”.
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4.4 Deer Management Post-1900’s
The 50’s and the mid-60’s, was a time of large-scale sheep production on Jura. On Ardfin, Willie Macdonald
(Estate Manager) recalls there were a few hundred deer, but the hill was intensively managed for sheep with
up to four people employed to manage the flock on horse-back, which would have kept deer numbers in
check and kept the deer confined to the high ground.
In the late 60s, sheep management practices began to change. Use of compound dips meant the sheep
could be left for longer on the hill with less management needed. This reduction in active management and
human pressure, allowed deer numbers to increase. As deer numbers continued to rise, there was little in
the way of deer management and heavy winter deaths were common.
In the late 60s and 70s, a growing interest in stalking on Jura started and by the mid-70s, the commercial
stalking of deer and the production of venison triggered an interest in their active management. Estates
began to see the potential for continental stalkers to shoot stags and a growing interest in shooting hinds.
Most estates were able to let every week of the season for stags and hinds also and estates like Ardfin sold
100% of the stag cull to clients.
Today for most of the estates, the commercial aspect of stalking is an important management objective and
provides important revenue contributing to the overall cost of managing the herd (Chapter 16). Local
business also benefit through the provision of accommodation, food and fuel for visiting stalking clients, and
deer management provides valuable employment opportunities in an otherwise fragile rural economy.
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5. Deer Populations
5.1 Historic Deer Counts
Jura DMG has population estimates that date back to 1890 (Tables 2a, b & c, Figures 2 a, b &c). These
include foot counts of south Jura, the whole island as well as periodic counts undertaken by the Red Deer
Commission (RDC) and the Deer Commission for Scotland (DCS), both on foot and by helicopter in 2016. The
two counts conducted by the DMG and by the RDC in 1994 are within 2% of each other indicating that the
foot counting methodology undertaken by the Group is an accurate estimate.
Table 2a: Historic Deer Count Information (All Jura)
Jura Total (362.15)
Hind
C%
D

H:S

1890

958 1385 514 2857 11.6 5.6 37%

1.4

1965

1874 3157 1170 6201 17.1 8.7 37%

1.7

RDC

1965

1874 3157 1170 6201 17.1 8.7 37%

1.7

RDC

1969

1535 2744 1156 5435 15.0 7.6 42%

1.8

RDC

1972

1499 2895 947 5341 14.7 8.0 33%

1.9

RDC

1978

2193 2797 906 5896 16.3 7.7 32%

1.3

1984

1793 1977 811 4581 12.6 5.5 41%

1.1

1986

1584 2801 1262 5647 15.6 7.7 45%

1.8

1987

1820 2294 1279 5393 14.9 6.3 56%

1.3

1988

2094 3121 1224 6439 17.8 8.6 39%

1.5

1989

2472 3548 1040 7060 19.5 9.8 29%

1.4

1991

2446 3153 1211 6810 18.8 8.7 38%

1.3

1993

2067 2899 783 5749 15.9 8.0 27%

1.4

Jura Group

1994

1760 2707 679 5146 14.2 7.5 25%

1.5

RDC

1994

1796 2646 604 5046 13.9 7.3 23%

1.5

1996

1656 2995 1408 6059 16.7 8.3 47%

1.8

2001

2317 2773 915 6005 16.6 7.7 33%

1.2

2006

1802 2250 754 4806 13.3 6.2 34%

1.2

2015

1727 2565 832 5124 14.1 7.1 32%

1.5

2016

1758 2428 890 5076 14.0 6.7 37%

1.4

2017

1687 2727 1287 5701 15.7 7.5 47%

1.6

2018

1819 2517 774 5110 14.1 7.0 31%

1.4

Year
All

RDC

DCS

Heli 28th &
29th March

S

H

C

T

D

It can be seen from Figure 2 that deer numbers have tended to fluctuated over time, reaching a peak in
1989. The last count of the DMG area (36,215 ha) was carried out in 2018 and estimated a total population
of 5,110 deer (14.1 deer per km2) (Table 2 ). The spring recruitment rate was approximately 31% with a sex
ratio of 1:1.4 stags to hinds.
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Table 2b: Historic Deer Count Information (North Jura)
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Table 2c: Historic Deer Count Information (South Jura)

Foot counts are considered to be an effective way of estimating the population on Jura. Note that the
population estimate from the foot count conducted in 2016 on South Jura was 12% more than the helicopter
count.
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Figure 2a: Trends in Deer Density on Jura
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Figure 2b: Deer Population Estimates on North Jura*

Figure 2c: Deer Population Estimates on South Jura*

*Note: Incomplete count data have been removed from both figures.
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5.2 Distribution and Movement
Over the last 5 years, anecdotally, the distribution of deer across the island has gradually changed. An aim of
the DMG is to understand the reasons for this change which may be due to a combination of factors such as
increases or decreases in localised deer densities, changes in culling pressure, changes in livestock grazing,
and increases in access/disturbance etc. Differences in the resilience between east and west populations
have also been noted, with deer residing in the west of the island adapting to harsher, more exposed
conditions.
5.3 Future Populations: DMG Target Densities and Population Models
The use of population models can aid deer management planning by indicating the cull levels required to
deliver a target density over a realistic 5 year period. Population models will be included in the working plan
and will be updated on a yearly basis using up to date information on culls, counts and recruitment rates.
Cull targets will be agreed in advance on an annual basis.
5.4 Other herbivores
The main crofting townships on Jura are Ardfernal, Knockrome, Ardmenish, Ballard Croft and Keils and these
have been established along the east coast, where there is a modest amount of more fertile land. There is
also a farm of around 160 ha on Tarbert Estate which has some sheep and both Ardlussa and Inver both
have agricultural ground and stock.
Over time agricultural practice has changed from the growing of oats, barley and potatoes to the growing of
silage for cattle and sheep. Ardmenish is the biggest croft and has some sheep. In Knockrome and Ardfarnal
there are 8 agricultural units running cattle and sheep. There is an open hill part of the common grazing that
deer can access and the livestock are kept on the in-bye. These crofts have been fenced off from the main
deer range (Figure 3) and deer are not considered to be an issue (Chapter 17).
There remains the ruins of the small crofting settlement of Keils, formerly the township of Kilearnadill but
this hasn’t been grazed for decades. Keil bounds with village and previously there have been issues with
deer accessing the village. Members of the DMG have permission from the crofters to control the deer
around the village however the paramount need to safeguard public safety, can make the task difficult.
Wild goats are also present on Jura and although mostly confined to the north and west coasts are also
present on Ardfin. There have been issues with goats accessing the village in the past.
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Figure 3: Deer-Fenced Crofts
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6. Jura Deer Management Group
6.1 Collaborative Deer Management
The Code of Deer Management recognises that although wild deer do not belong to anyone, those who own
the land over which they range freely have a responsibility to manage them. The size and extent of the red
deer range is determined by a combination of natural and man-made factors and may include numerous
land-holdings. Therefore in order to manage this free-ranging population effectively, an inclusive,
collaborative approach is required. A Deer Management Group provides an effective mechanism to manage
deer populations sustainably at a landscape scale. The Association of Deer Management Groups (ADMG)
has provided some guiding principles through the ADMG Benchmark.
The wild Jura deer herd ranges across all the main landholdings on the Island (Chapter 5) and is considered
to be a valuable resource to the community. Operating in the spirit of openness and transparency benefits
all, particularly where there may be a need to negotiate and compromise and deer have been managed this
way on Jura since the late 60s (Chapter 6).
The vision of the Jura Deer Management Group (JDMG) is to continue to manage deer in collaborative and
sustainable way, recognising the objectives of individual ownerships and the wider community (Figure 4).
Agreed actions will take into account of Scottish Government strategy (Scotland’s Wild Deer: A National
Approach, 2008) and the Code of Practice on Deer Management (2012), and practical management will be
conducted to Wild Deer Best Practice Guidance standards.
Figure 4: Jura Deer Management Group Vision
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6.2 Current Delivery
•

Membership. Jura Deer Management Group, covers the complete red deer range, an area of
approximately 36,215 hectares. There are currently 7 main land-ownership (deer management units)
within the DMG area (Table 3 and Figure 5). DMG membership is made up of Individual Owners, Stalkers
and Managers. Information on deer management units is contained in Chapter 18. Although
combinations of land use objectives and priorities vary from property to property, the long-term
sustainable management of the deer herd is a common and strongly shared focus and vison of all.
Table 3: Jura Deer Management Units

• Stakeholders. There are a number of additional stakeholders who may be invited to attend meetings:
o Scottish Natural Heritage (Area and Wildlife Management Officers);
o Local Community Council;
o Crofting interests;
o Police Scotland (where appropriate).
• Deer Counting. The Group has historic information on the population going back to 1890 (Chapter 5).
The Group carries out foot counts on a regular basis and a helicopter deer count was conducted by SNH
in 2016. Coordinated foot counts covering the whole deer range take place from March to May and
require 4 days to complete (2 days north and 2 days south). These are coordinated and numbers verified
by experienced stalkers. A current estimate of numbers across the whole DMG has estimated there to
be around 5,110 deer in total (1,819 stags, 2,517 hinds plus 774 calves). This represents a density of 14.1
deer/km2 and a Stag to Hind ratio of 1:1.4.
• Meetings. The Group currently meets bi-annually. Culls for individual properties are discussed and
agreed in advance and are informed by the Spring count as well as information relating to the
distribution and general health of the herd. The Group are consistent in carrying out and reporting
agreed culls, with stalkers tending to focus culls in areas where required. Red deer cull data for the last 9
years is shown below. (Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Deer Management Units
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Figure 6: Historic Deer Culls
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6.3 Actions to be Delivered
Actions to develop mechanisms to
manage deer

When?

Who?

How?

Final Plan and Minutes of Meetings will
be made publicly available and published
on a DMG Website.

By Summer
2019 and
ongoing

DMG
Secretary

DMG Website.

Group will complete a DMG Assessment.

By Spring 2019
and ongoing

Will be conducted using the
SNH Assessment Criteria.

The Working Plan will be reviewed and
updated annually. Management actions
will be adjusted and agreed accordingly.

Annually

SNH with
DMG Chair
and Secretary
DMG
Secretary and
DMG
Members

Culls will be agreed, delivered and
reported on accurately. Cull targets will
set and agreed based on habitat
condition, population census, deer
welfare and any other relevant
information.
Foot counts of deer and goats will be
repeated annually Counts coordinators
will ensure the count is conducted
accurately and effectively.

Annually

DMG
Secretary and
DMG
Members

Annually

DMG will ensure adequate
resources in place to carry
this out effectively.

Group will continue to review deer
movements within the DMG.

Ongoing

Gordon Muir,
Donald Ewen
Darroch &
DMG
Members
DMG
Members

Group will encourage stakeholder
representatives to attend meetings.

Annually

DMG Chair.

Meeting dates and Agendas
will be publicly available and
circulated in advance.

Group will ensure adequate resources are
available to fund the administration and
aspects of delivery of the DMP.

Ongoing

DMG Chair
and Secretary

DMG will ensure adequate
resources for the ongoing
delivery of the plan through
individual funding
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7. Conservation & The Environment: Designations
7.1 Designations
Jura (36,505 ha) is highly designated (Figure 7). There are 6 sites with a with a total of 10 features:
•
•
•
•

34,586 ha (95% of the total area) designated as a Special Protection Area (SPA);
27,862 ha (76%) demarcated by SNH as Wild land;
21,800 ha (60%) designated as a National Scenic Area (NSA); and
2,113 ha (6%) designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).

Special Protection Area
Jura, Scarba and the Garvellachs SPA was designated in 2010 Jura for golden eagles and is currently in
Favourable condition. The management of deer is considered beneficial to the population.
National Scenic Area
The following extracts provide an overview of why most of the land area of Jura has been designated as a
National Scenic Area. “Jura forms the western visual limit of a large-scale coastal tract which encompasses
Mid Argyll, but it is the southern part of the island which has outstanding scenic interest. The island is made
up of quartzite, which usually results in remarkable upland landforms and Jura is no exception” - Scotland’s
Scenic Heritage, 1978.
According to the SNH Commissioned Report in 2010, The Special Qualities of the Jura are:
• The distinctive Paps of Jura
• Human settlement on the margins of a vast moorland terrain
• A continually varying coast
• Large tracts of wild land
• The raised beaches of the west coast
• An island of deer
• An island close yet remote
• The inaccessible Loch Tarbert
Wild Land
A map produced in 2014 by SNH contains approximate boundaries of Wild Land Areas in Scotland
determined by their level of naturalness, remoteness, ruggedness and lack of built modern artefacts. Many
of the features of Jura’s landscape relate to the qualities of wild land.
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Figure 7: Designated Features
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Sites of Special Scientific Interest
There are 5 sites of Special Scientific Interest on Jura:
• Doire Dhonn SSSI
This site is located on the north-east coast and consists of two separate ancient deciduous woodlands mainly
oak, birch and hazel, designated for their undisturbed semi-natural characteristics. The site is also
designated for the rich diversity of lichens they contain, sustained by the mild, damp oceanic climate on
Jura. The sea-facing Doire Dhonn woodland lies mainly on two steep slopes and was historically used to
provide shelter for deer. The woodland at Lealt sits in a steep sided ravine which contains a wide range of
lichens as well as mosses and liverwort species.
• Kinuachdrach SSSI
This site contains two remnant areas of semi-natural broadleaved woodland, mainly oak, birch and rowan
with willow and alder closer to sea level. The lichens and filmy ferns found in the site are of considerable
scientific interest, as they are associated with the ancient age of the woodland. The main threat to the site is
from browsing by deer and the extent of bracken cover, both of which are restricting regeneration. The
rocks in Kinuachdrach SSSI are part of a unique geological site where a ~610 million year old fault scarp can
be seen.
• Craighouse Ravine SSSI
Containing, within the 8m deep ravine is a narrow gorge designated for its rich diversity of bryophytes. The
ancient oak woodland supports 37 species of liverworts and 56 species of mosses including the nationally
scarce Dumortier’s Liverwort and Blunt-leaf Tufa-moss. The Dumortier’s Liverwort population is not in a
healthy state, with collection by botanists possibly being a factor.
• West Coast SSSI
The entire quaternary period (referred to as an ice age) spans a period from 2.6 million years ago to the
present) and includes periods of dramatic climate change. Periods of glacial expansion interspersed with
briefer intervals of warmer temperatures have shaped the landscape and the west coast of Jura is a
nationally important site for its Quaternary and coastal geomorphology interest. It is an outstanding site of
international importance for its assemblage of rock platforms and cliffs and raised coastal landforms
including raised beach deposits considered amongst the finest in Scotland. These landforms span
approximately the last 15,000 years and are unparalleled elsewhere in Scotland for the length and continuity
of their records of sea-level change. Although cattle, wild goats and deer graze the SSSI they are not
considered a risk however, access to the natural features is impeded in places by Bracken control.
• Beinn Shiantaidh SSSI
This site provides the best example of a ‘fossil’ rock glacier in Scotland: an accumulation of rock debris
comprising quartzite boulders aligned in a series of arcuate ridges and depressions. Of important Quaternary
interest, it can be used to reconstruct past climate conditions. It is not impacted by deer but quarrying/rock
removal and afforestation, which would obscure the view of the feature, are considered threats.
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Table 4: All Designated Features and Impacts
Feature
Category

Woodland

Site

Doire Dhonn

Des

SSSI

Area
(ha)

42.0

Feature

Upland oak
woodland

Current
Condition

Unfavourable

Estate/s

Impacts

Ardlussa

The feature failed targets in 1999 relating to age
structure, browsing pressure and regeneration levels.
In 2008 a survey found that within the fence, low
browsing impacts by deer and cattle had allowed
regeneration. Outside the deer fence, deer and cattle
browsing was found to be preventing regeneration.
Rhododendron was also becoming established in the
south west of the SSSI and this is now considered to
be the main issue affecting condition.

Upland oak
woodland

Unfavourable

Barnhill

Upland oak
woodland

Favourable

Ardfin

Non-vascular
Craighouse Ravine SSSI
plants

Bryophyte
assemblage

Favourable

Ardfin

Non-vascular
plants

Doire Dhonn

SSSI

Lichen
assemblage

Unfavourable

Ardlussa

Geological

Beinn Shiantaidh

SSSI

Geological

Kinuachdrach

SSSI

Woodland

Kinuachdrach

SSSI 142.5

Woodland Craighouse Ravine SSSI

3.2

37.9

Quaternary of
Scotland
Dalradian

Coastal
Geological West Coast of Jura SSSI 1887.5 geomorphology
of Scotland

Favourable
Not assessed

Favourable

Geological West Coast of Jura SSSI

Quaternary of
Scotland

Favourable

Breeding
birds

Golden eagle
(Aquila
chrysaetos)

Favourable

Jura, Scarba and
the Garvellachs

SPA

Forest &
Tarbert
Barnhill

While regeneration levels are considered to be very
good within three of the deer exclosures, browsing
by red deer and goats is restricting regeneration
across the wider SSSI woodland and also within the
northern most exclosure where deer and goats can
access the site via sea-joins.
As all targets were met in 1999 relating to area,
natural processes, structural development,
regeneration, composition and quality indicators.
In 2003 the bryophyte assemblage was found to be in
favourable condition. There is deer fencing around
the perimeter of Craighouse village which encloses
the ravine and this continues to prevented any
significant impact from red deer grazing. However,
some of the deer fence is outwith the control of the
estate who have sold off small portions of land for
crofts. The steep sides of the ravine have also served
to discourage both deer and stock from entering the
site. Regeneration is considered to be excellent in this
site.
Assessed in April 2004. Failed targets relating to
rhododendron and exotic regeneration (sycamore) .
In 2004, the morphology, extent, composition and
structure of the feature was intact

In 2004 the beach, dune, machair and salt marsh
landforms were assessed against the targets,
process/dynamics, physical attributes, visibility,
access, safety, and negative indicators. All targets
were met.
In 2002, the morphology, extent, composition and
Inver, Tarbert,
structure of the raised marine landforms, high, main
Ruantallain,
and low rock platforms, late glacial and postglacial
Ardlussa &
raised gravel beach ridges and terraces were found
Barnhill
to be intact.
Inver, Tarbert,
Ruantallain,
Ardlussa &
Barnhill

All
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7.2 Current Delivery
• Of the 10 designated features on Jura, 7 are in Favourable/Not Assessed condition status (Table 4).
Of the sites in Unfavourable condition, browsing pressure from deer and goats is the main negative
pressure on Kinuachdrach SSSI only (Table 4). This site currently has 4 exclosures with a total fenced
area of 70 ha (approximately half the woodland), 3 of which have excellent levels of regeneration
occurring. The most northerly exclosures is prone to break-ins of goats and deer, therefore further
support is required to upgrade fences and sea-breaks.
• Other factors contributing to Unfavourable condition include the presence of invasive species
specifically Rhododendron (Chapter 10) and bracken.
• The presence of deer and deer management activity contributes positively to the Golden Eagle SPA
which is in Favourable Condition.
7.3 Actions to be delivered
Designated Sites
When?
Doire Dhonn SSSI:
Restore the woodland
habitat to favourable
condition through
natural regeneration.

Ongoing

Who?

Ardlussa Eradicate rhododendron within SSSI and maintain an appropriate
Estate & buffer area outwith SSSI to prevent airborne seed dispersal.
SNH/FCS Maintain and upgrade the existing deer fencing to control grazing
pressure & undertake appropriate deer control within exclosures.
Consider expanding the extent of deer exclosures and/or creating
additional deer exclosures.
Undertake active management of livestock to promote woodland
regeneration.

Kinuachdrach SSSI: Ongoing Barnhill
Restore the
Estate &
woodland habitat to
SNH/FCS
favourable
condition through
natural
regeneration.

Craighouse Ravine
SSSI: To maintain the
condition and extent
of the bryophyte and
woodland habitat.

Ongoing

How?

Ardfin

Maintain the existing deer fencing where required to control
grazing pressure.
Consider bracken control in areas where natural regeneration is
inhibited by bracken.
Consider additional deer control where required to allow natural
regeneration.
Promote and manage appropriate public access to the site. The
main access track to the Corrievreckan viewpoint goes through an
exclosure and further repairs are required to maintain fencing and
styles.
Maintain the physical and visual integrity of the Dalradian
landforms and rock outcrops.
Maintain the present low level of disturbance to the habitat.
SNH would encourage the removal of rhododendron at the
northern end of the site.
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8. Conservation & The Environment: Native Woodland
8.1 Native Woodland
Where native woodlands are present, species compositions can include oak, ash, alder, hazel, hawthorn,
silver birch, sycamore, beech, larch and yew. It has been suggested that an alternative explanation of the
island's name derived from 'the great quantity of yew trees’ which apparently grew in the island in earlier
times. Today, woodlands are largely restricted to the south and eastern areas of the island but where they
are in good condition, they have the capacity to support a range of understory species such as great wood
rush, bluebell, honeysuckle, wild garlic and common dog violet.
The Native Woodland Survey of Scotland (NWSS) was published in 2014. This maps non-designated native
woodland cover, reports condition and highlights herbivore impacts which threaten medium to long term
condition of these important woodlands. National targets have been set in the strategy document Wild
Deer- A National Approach (WDNA) to achieve 60% of native woodlands in “satisfactory condition” by 2020.
8.2 Current Delivery
• Given the exposed nature of the island and the free-ranging nature of deer, areas of woodland are
attractive to deer particularly during winter for the shelter they provide. Estates have been undertaking
management to improve woodlands, and where herbivores have been excluded through the use of
fencing, the resulting regeneration whilst at times slow, has been largely successful. Outwith fences, it
is likely that a significant reduction in herbivores would be required (4 deer per km2 is the
recommended density) in order for widespread natural regeneration to occur. This would be wholly
unsustainable for the Group therefore fencing is the most effective method of protection. However, by
focussing culls in and around the immediate area of woodland, a more targeted approach may be
enough to reduce localised impacts.
• The Forestry Commission Scotland Native Woodland Survey Scotland data set was analysed and PAWS,
Nearly-Native and Open Ground categories of woodland were excluded from the analyses. On Jura,
there is a total of 327.6 ha of native woodlands of which 23% are considered to have Low/Medium
Impacts (Table 5 and Figure 8 ).
• Within Designated Sites, there are 80.4 ha of woodland, of which 22% are considered to have
Low/Medium Impacts (Table 6). Of the 247.6 ha of Non-Designated native woodland, 23% are
considered to have Low/Medium Impacts (Table 7)
• A number of Estates have undertaken woodland schemes in the past, and where these have been
fenced, it is expected that the impacts should be Low or Moderate. Table 8 shows that 27 ha of Very
Highly and Highly impacted woodland that have been covered by schemes outwith Designated Sites.
Further work is required to ground-truth the assumptions made.
• In order to meet the National woodland target, the Group therefore requires a further 64 ha on NonDesignated woodland to be in good condition.
• Inver Estate are intending to fence off areas for regeneration and possibly open up others in due course.
There is also the potential for regeneration within ravines and the Estate is looking to explore
opportunities to encourage this.
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Table 5: Native Woodland (All Native Woodland)

Table 6: Native Woodland (Designated Sites)

NWSS Native Woodland (SSSI Only) Herbivore Impacts (ha)
Very
High Medium Low
Total
High
CRAIGHOUSE RAVINE
1.8
1.8
DOIRE DHONN
21.6
1.4
10.8
33.8
KINUACHDRACH
36.2
3.5
5.1
44.8
Total
57.8
4.9
17.7
0
80.4

% L/M
100%
32%
11%
22%

Table 7: Native Woodland (Non-Designated Woodland)

NWSS Native Woodland Only (Outside SSSI) Herbivore Impacts (ha)
Very
Total
High Medium Low
Total
High
L/M
ARDFIN
42.3
12.4
13.1
67.8
13.1
ARDLUSSA
41.6
0
3.6
1.8
47
5.4
BARNHILL
16
0.8
0
16.8
0
FOREST
1.9
0
9.3
1.7
12.9
11
INVER
13.5
7.1
0.8
21.4
0.8
RUANTALLAIN
3.8
4.4
11.9
20.1
11.9
TARBERT
38
8.4
15.2
61.6
15.2
Total
157.1
33.1
53.9
3.5
247.6
57.4
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Table 8: NWSS Impacts and Woodland Grant Schemes
Non-Designated Impacts Covered by Scheme (ha)
Very
High Medium
Scheme
High
ARDFIN

WGS1
WGS3
ARDLUSSA
WGS3
FOREST
WGS1
WGS3
RUANTALLAIN WGS1
WGS3
TARBERT
WGS3
Total

0.8
18.5

2.1
3.7

1.9

21.2

5.8

0.9
5.7
1.4
1.3
4.7
1.4
8.1
3.9
27.4

8.3 Actions to be delivered
Native Woodland
Condition
Group will consider
management to reduce
negative impacts
(including use of Forestry
Grant Schemes) where
practical and appropriate.

When?

Ongoing

Who?

How?

DMG Members will provide updates to the Group for the
All
Working Plan on the results of any woodland monitoring
Members undertaken and any management being considered or
undertaken which will reduce impacts.
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Figure 8: Native Woodland Survey Scotland Impacts
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9. Conservation & The Environment: Woodland Expansion
9.1 New and Expanding Woodland
Woodland and forest covers over 1.3 million ha in Scotland (around 16% of Scotland). The Scottish
Government woodland expansion target of 25% woodland cover will require 10,000 ha of woodland per year
to be created. Deer Management Groups cover over 3M hectares and provide a significant opportunity to
contribute to the delivery of this target through identifying areas for further woodland creation and
managing deer impacts to allow for successful establishment of new woodland. Priority should be given to
expansion opportunities where this improves habitat networks.
It is expected that DMGs will be proactive in contributing to this target however opportunities for further
woodland expansion on Jura will be constrained and limited by a number of factors including the physical
nature of the landscape, extensive areas of peat (Policy restrictions exclude planting on areas of peat deeper
than 0.5 metres) as well as land with designations ie SPA & SSSIs which may mean the land is biologically
unsuitable or may be at risk from the visual impacts of forestry.
The difficulties in establishing natural woodland expansion or new woodland through planting in light of the
current free-ranging deer population have been discussed in Chapter 8. The requirement for fencing and the
high-costs associated with the isolated nature of Jura must be considered.
9.2 Current Delivery
• Within the DMG area, there is 1,482 ha of woodland (Table 9 ).
• The extent of boundaries of Woodland Grant Schemes (WGS1, 2 & 3) is estimated to be 1,088 ha
(Table 10) and represents 3% of the DMG area. There were no SFGS schemes undertaken.
• Ardlussa and Ardfin have RDC Forest Plans, Tarbert and Knockrome (Crofting) have SFGS Forest Plans
and Inver and Keils (Crofting) have RDC Management Plans.
• A Forestry Agent is currently reviewing Forestry management over a number of properties to
investigate opportunities for restructuring and timber harvesting.
• Ruantallain Estate are proposing a new woodland scheme (approx. 19 ha) which would join two
existing areas of woodland (Chapter ).
• Ardfin have two areas of clear-fell (87 ha) which will be replanted in the next 3 years. One area of
restructuring adjacent to Craighouse was recently completed (Chapter 21).
• Larger areas of woodland on properties such as Forest, Ardfin and Inver have fences which are now
porous and which are utilised by deer for shelter. Members are encouraged to discuss any changes in
fence condition or proposed fencing with the Group, particularly those which may affect the free
movement of deer between estates.
• Deer fencing, when properly planned for, constructed and maintained, can be an effective way of
controlling deer. Deer fencing can however impact the landscape and public access. Joint-Agency
Guidance has been developed to help land managers decide what is the best management option for
their land http://www.snh.gov.uk/land-and-sea/managing-wildlife/managing-deer/sites/fencing.
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Table 9: National Forest Inventory
National Forest Inventory (ha)
Assumed
Ground Low
Broadleaved Conifer Felled Grassland
woodland
prep density
ARDFIN
ARDLUSSA
BARNHILL
FOREST
INVER
RUANTALLAIN
TARBERT

30.4
155.1
2.3
11.5
12.1
211.4

97.1
80.7
69.8
12.8
20.6
1.9
54.3
337.2

146.4
19.8

201.8

1
2.1

10.3

33.9
15.4
70.2
79.9
365.6

0.6

1.7

2.7

0
133.5
335.9

2.8
7.6

0.1
3.4
16.5

Mixed
Mixed
mainly
mainly
broadleaved conifer
1.2

4.1
1.3

Shrub
3.9
18.3
0.6

0.6
0
1.2
6.6

2.8
1.3
4.1

12.2
14

2.3
1.5
26.6

Young
trees
68.2
6.7
3.2
1.5
67
10
156.6

Total
560.3
286.8
74
67
37.5
168.6
287.9
1482.1

Table 10 : Woodland Grant Schemes
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9.3 Actions to be delivered
Woodland expansion target

When?

Who?

How?

Group to inform the DMG about
Ongoing
All
Members will circulate/present proposals to DMG
any future woodland proposals Members for discussion for any future management being
taking account of potential
considered or undertaken which may result in
implications for deer management.
changes to deer movements or densities.
Group will consider the impact of
future woodland expansion and
associated fencing on access and
landscape quality.
Group will provide progress
reports on activities being
undertaken

Ongoing

All
Forest Plans will take into account all the relevant
Members considerations as outlined Joint Agency Guidance.

DMG Members will provide updates to the Group
Ongoing
All
and for the Working Plan on progress with
Members woodland restructuring and planting activities
being undertaken and will monitor for any
secondary effects on deer welfare or public safety.
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10. Conservation & The Environment: Wider Habitats
“A quartzite desert, albeit very beautiful and very wet’’ - Newton (1988)
10.1 Habitat Condition and Monitoring of Impacts
The open-range available to Red deer across Jura is approximately 36,215 ha. In describing the moorland of
Jura, Newton captured the extensive wet, and boggy nature of the wider habitat and although the land
Cover 88 Data set is incomplete for Jura, the Carbon and Peatland 2016 data set estimated the amount of
blanket bog and peatland to be around 24,710 ha (Table 13 in Chapter 10) which represents 68% of the land
available to deer. Heather moorland is the second largest habitat covering approximately 4,856 ha (13%),
but again this is likely to be an underestimate (Table 11).
A key element of a demonstrably effective and environmentally responsible management plan is that it
should highlight the habitats relevant to deer management, set out clear objectives for those habitats, carry
out monitoring and detail the actions and reporting to be implemented to achieve the targets set. The
environmental objectives of the Plan will be linked to Scottish Government policy and the DMG will be
expected to manage localised deer impacts to deliver and sustain good condition of a range of designated
and non-designated habitats.
Research has shown that the activities of deer and other free-grazing herbivores are not distributed evenly
across the landscape. The distribution and availability of key resources such as shelter, access to water as
well as the quality and quantity of preferred vegetation types will all influence where, when and how the
landscape is utilised. Distribution may also be influenced by other factors such as human activity through
disturbance, live-stock grazing or exclusion from preferred habitats This uneven pattern of distribution
results in localised impacts on resources and this can have consequences (both positive and negative), both
for the population as a whole and the wider ecosystem.
The management of impacts is a key consideration for deer managers. The management of deer populations
(and other herbivores) is commonly used as a way to manipulate their impacts. However, research has
shown that the relationship between large scale population density and localised impacts is a weak one. The
concentration and distribution of impacts has been found to be strongly linked to the relative distribution
and availability of preferred and non-preferred habitat types. Effective deer management decisions to
manage or reduce impacts will therefore have to consider more than just the overall population size and
take full account of a range of factors in determining the appropriate stocking density for any given
landscape. The appropriate overall stocking rate for a site is dependent on the aims of management (Table
10). To maintain good site condition, a balance must be achieved between the annual production of dry
matter in the vegetation and the utilisation of this production by grazing herbivores. If the utilisation is too
low, there will be a build-up of taller plants and dead plant material, while if it is too high there will be a loss
of structural diversity in the vegetation. Both situations usually result in a loss of biodiversity.
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Blanket bog & peatlands and heather moorland are two of the habitats that Scottish Natural Heritage have
recommended deer managers monitor for herbivore grazing and trampling impacts. Heather moorland is
comprised of both dry heath and wet heath, however, wet heath is likely to be the more dominant habitat.
The DMGs will take responsibility for the monitoring of herbivore impacts on across the deer range and seek
to manage these to contribute to wider ecosystem health. See Table for habitat distribution per property.
Table 11: Distribution of Habitat Type (LCS 88 data incomplete)

10.2 Currently Delivery
• Group members have in principle agreed to in habitat monitoring methodology in Spring 2019
(according to the methodology detailed in the Operational Section of the plan) and will manage
those impacts within acceptable ranges as guided by (MacDonald et al 1998 1 ). Results will be used
to inform future deer management. The baseline survey will be used to set habitat targets ie the
proportion of plots for Blanket Bog and Dwarf Shrub Heath to be in the range of Low to
Moderate/Low and to prioritise areas for culling. For woodland, a minimum of 60% of herbivore
impacts to be in the Low, Moderate category.
•

Different habitats will require different levels of grazing to deliver these targets e.g woodland
regeneration without fencing may require densities of less than 4 deer per km2 whereas upland
features such as Dwarf Shrub Heath may withstand grazing at much higher densities of deer, which
will be informed by habitat monitoring. The current population density is estimated to be about 13.4
deer per km2 in the South and 14.9 in the North. Around 5-10 deer/km2 is likely to result in low to
moderate impacts across most large upland areas, but some areas may sustainably support higher
densities than this (FAS Technical Note, 2017).
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10.3 Actions to be Delivered
Wider Habitat Monitoring

When?

Who?

How?

Using revised BPG Guidance undergo
training, set up plots and carry out a
baseline habitat impact assessment
(HIA) of the current grazing and
trampling impacts on blanket bog &
dwarf shrub heath.

Ongoing

Summary of assessment results
reported to DMG. Management
actions agreed.

Secretary will combine HIA data for Group and
DMG
produce a map. DMG will agree management
Members
Ongoing
decisions based on overall Habitat Baseline
&
Reports and Habitat Targets.
Secretary

Repeat HIA and management actions
agreed.

Members will collect repeat monitoring data.
Spring
DMG
Secretary will provide assistance with data
2022
Chair and
analysis and the production of a report. Members
and
Secretary
will use report to inform management.
Ongoing

DMG
DMG to set up random plots and to carry out
Members monitoring with the production of a report.
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11. Peatlands and Carbon Storage.
11.1 The value of Peatlands
Carbon rich soils and peatland areas provide multiple benefits, e.g. good water quality, biodiversity and
climate change mitigation as soil carbon stores and through carbon sequestration. Soils are the main
terrestrial store of carbon in Scotland and Peatlands hold most of our carbon store (53%). The depth of
peat is important: the deeper the peat soil the more carbon it stores. Undisturbed, active peatlands
accumulate about 0.25 tonnes of carbon per hectare per year which is broadly equivalent to around 10%
of the amount of carbon accumulated over the duration of a forest crop. Scotland holds a significant
proportion of the European and world resource of Blanket Bog. It is one of the most extensive seminatural habitats in Scotland, covering some 1.8 million hectares, 23 % of our land area. On Jura, Peatland
is extensive and accounts for 68% of the natural habitat (Tables 12 & 13 and Figure 9). The SNH Peatland
Action Fund may be able to provide assistance to the DMG to carry out a landscape scale feasibility
study. This would identify opportunities to secure carbon by quantifying areas of Peatland which could
be restored by drain blocking and through the re-profiling and revegetating of haggard peat.
11.2 Current Delivery.
● DMG manages around 1,482 ha of woodland (Chapters 8 & 9) and an area of 24,710 ha of Category 1 and
2 Peatland (Table 13) has been identified within the DMG Area.
● DMG has agreed to undertake Habitat Monitoring Training and Blanket bog is one of the habitats that the
DMG has included in the monitoring programme.
● The DMG has not been asked to contribute to River Basin Management Planning.

11.3 Actions to be Delivered
Carbon Storage

Using revised BPG Guidance set up
plots and carry out a baseline habitat
impact assessment (HIA) of the
current grazing and trampling impacts
on peatlands and blanket bog.

When?

Who?

How?

As per
monitoring
As per Actions for woodland and managing
schedule
DMG
impacts in the wider countryside. Members to
in the
Members provide existing survey reports or conduct
Working
baseline monitoring and reports.
plan

Potential areas for Peatland
Restoration identified and options for
Peatland restoration or management
considered.

By Year 2

Members to consider a Group application to the
DMG
Peatland Action fund for feasibility study to
Members
explore opportunities for Peatland Restoration.

Contribute to River Basin
Management Planning as appropriate

Ongoing

DMG
DMG will contribute as required.
Members
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Table 12: Peat Important Classification

Table 13: Distribution of Peatland by Property
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Figure 9: Map of Peatland
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12. Invasive non-native species
12.1 Background
Red deer are the only species found on Jura and it is likely that they have been there since Mesolithic times
(Chapter4). Roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), Fallow Deer (Dama dama) and Sika deer (Cervus nippon) are
not currently established in the Group area. The plan will aim to reduce or mitigate the risk of establishment
of invasive non-native species of deer (Sika and Muntjac).
Law on non-native species in Scotland
Scotland leads the way in the battle against non-native species. New legislation came into force in July 2012.
The Wildlife and Natural Environment (Scotland) Act 2011 made significant amendments to the law in
Scotland. It contains the following offences:
• Releasing an animal to a place out with its native range.
• Allowing an animal to escape from captivity to a place out with its native range.
• Otherwise causing an animal out with the control of any person to be at a place out with its native
range.
• Planting a plant in the wild at a place out with its native range.
• Otherwise causing a plant to grow in the wild at a place out with its native range.
Sika deer and “Refugia Islands”
• Sika were introduced as an ornamental species during the late 19th and early 20th centuries and
have now become established on mainland Scotland, occupying more than 40% of the red deer
range.
• They are genetically closely related to red deer and hybrids are common. Given the adaptability of
sika, they have steadily expanded their range and are likely to continue to do so. This is likely to
result in continued hybridisation with red deer.
• There are also ‘deer refugia’ – islands where it is an offence to release deer to protect the genetic
integrity of native deer populations .These include Arran, Islay, Jura, Rum and the Outer Hebrides.
Past Deer Introductions
Records suggest that at various points in history, captive Red deer were brought to Jura and released. About
the year 1850 around 15 hinds were thought to have been brought to Jura from Atholl forest, and shortly
afterwards perhaps a dozen from Blackmount. In 1879 about a dozen stag and hind calves were brought
from Kildermorie the majority of which were prematurely shot. Six young stags were sent from Arran as a
present from Lord James from the Duke of Hamilton during the 1890s, two in ’91, two in ’92 and two in ’94.
In 1910 a red deer stag was introduced from Ireland to Ardlussa and Barnhill.
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Feral goats
There are significant populations of feral goats on the north-west coast of Jura which are non-native to the
Island.
Feral pigs
Feral pigs have not so far established within the DMG area.
12.2 Current Delivery.
• Jura form part of the “refugia” islands.
• DMG have adopted the Non-Native Policy (Part 2) to manage Feral Goats as well as Sika Deer and
Feral Pigs should they become established.
12.3 Actions for Delivery.

Invasive Non-Native Species

Muntjac Deer managed as per the
Non-native Species Policy.
Sika Deer managed to prevent their
establishment within the DMG area
and managed as per the Non-Native
Species Policy.
Feral Pigs managed according to DMG
Policy and future Policy Guidelines
currently being agreed by SNH.
Feral Goats managed according to
DMG Policy and SNH Policy
Guidelines.
Encourage control of invasive plants
species.

When?

Who?

How?

Ongoing

Members will contact local SNH Wildlife
DMG
Management Officer immediately on suspected
Members
sighting of Muntjac.

Ongoing

DMG
Members will shoot Sika on sight (within current
Members legal restrictions) to prevent their spread.

Ongoing

Members will report sightings of feral pigs within
DMG
DMG area. Implement Feral Pig management
Members
policy once agreed by SNH.

Ongoing

DMG
Members will continue to manage Feral Goats
Members within the DMG area.

Annually

Members will inform DMG of invasive plant
DMG
species at annual meetings and will report on
Members
control undertaken.
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13. Protection of Historic and Cultural Features
13.1 Deer Impacts on Historic and Cultural Features
Certain types of historic or culturally significant features may be impacted positively from deer activity
through for example, grazing to keep sites exposed. Impacts may also be negative however, where deer
may cause damage through trampling or by jumping over stone-work for example. DMGs can contribute
to conserving and enhancing the cultural and historic landscape e.g. by ensuring that trampling of sites is
avoided particularly in the case of protected designated historic features.
The earliest evidence of human settlement on Jura dates goes as far back as the Mesolithic period to
around 8,000 years ago. Small circular stone alignments were uncovered at Lussa Wood by the
archaeologist John Mercer in the 1960s. A wealth of remnants of Jura’s rich past history the past are
scattered across the DMG area including a Neolithic chambered cairn at Poll a' Cheo in the southwest of
the island and a Neolithic monument at Tarbert and various Battle Sites. Many of these sites appear on
the CANMORE website.
As well as historic features, the scenery and landscape value of Jura is of cultural value. With much of the
Island designated as an NSA, consideration must be given to management activities that may
compromise the cultural integrity of the landscape.
13.2 Current Delivery
• The DMG is currently unaware of any cultural or historic features that are being impacted on by deer.
• Any woodland creation projects are currently required by Forestry Commission Scotland to carry out
this assessment
• Jura National Scenic Areas lies within the DMG area. Any new proposed fencing will be assessed for
landscape impacts according to Joint Agency Guidance.
13.3 Actions for Delivery
Historical and Cultural Features
Bring to the attention of the DMG any
features within DMG area that may be
impacted on by deer.
If features identified, ensure the
appropriate management is
implemented and report to DMG.
All future fencing proposals to follow
Joint Agency Guidance

When?

Who?

How?

Ongoing

DMG
DMG members to report as and when features
Members identified.

Ongoing

DMG
Verbal report/update to DMG.
Members

Ongoing

Part of DMG falls within National Scenic Area DMG
new fencing proposals will take account and be
Members
reported to DMG.
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14. Competence & Training
14.1 Competence and Training in Deer Management
Jura Deer Management Group recognises the importance of delivering higher standards of competence in
deer management through:
o promoting and offering opportunities for Members to take up formal training opportunities;
o facilitating continuous professional development activities;
o and ensuring Wild Deer Best Practice guidance is adopted in deer management activities
throughout the DMG.
14.2 Current Delivery
•
•

There are currently 11 individuals involved in carrying out practical deer management and of these
all 11 have DSC Level 1 and Trained Hunter Status and at least 2 have Level 2.
Group members attended a training courses for Habitat Impact Assessment carried out in Spring
2018.

14.3 Actions for Delivery
Training and Competence
DMG will adopt the training policy
statement (Part 2 of plan).
Ascertain training requirements
among DMG Members and
investigate opportunities for
Training/Continuous Professional
Development. Report on progress on
an annual basis.
Develop and implement a training
programme to assist in the provision
of training for DMG Members who
lack the necessary qualification or for
individuals who wish to enhance their
skills.

When?
Spring
2019

Who?

How?

DMG
Adopted as part of DMP.
Members

Annually

DMG
Secretary
Verbal report at meetings.
and
Members

Annually

DMG
Annual training programme to be agreed at
Chair and Spring meeting. Secretary to organise
Secretary courses/events.
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15. Public Health and Wellbeing
“Large tracts of wild land Away from the coastal settlements of the south and east, there is little obvious sign
of human impact. The moorland interior is clothed with natural vegetation of wet heath and peat, and is
largely pathless. Whether alone on the moors, the Paps towering overhead, or wandering the uninhabited
coasts of the west, or suddenly encountering a herd of deer, the sense of ‘nature in charge’ is overwhelming.
This combination of remoteness and naturalness imbues much of the NSA with a great sense of wildness” –
Jura NSA
15.1 Public Health and Wellbeing
The social and cultural value of deer to Jura is significant. Arguably there are few other places in anywhere
in Scotland where deer are so deeply woven into the historic and cultural fabric of the land (Chapter 4).
Widely recognised as one of Scotland’s top iconic wildlife species, Jura’s Red deer herd and it’s sustainable
management has the potential to provide a range of direct and indirect health benefits for not just for the
local community but also for the role they play in people’s general enjoyment and experience of Jura’s
spectacular landscape. Venison is considered to be a healthy, ethical meat and potential for this resource to
provide further local benefits to Jura through its sustainable production is discussed in Chapter 15.
With the distinctive quartzite screes of the Paps of Jura towering over the whole landscape and visible from
as far away as the County Antrim coast in Ireland, Jura’s unique qualities make it a popular destination for
those with a love of the outdoors. The Paps include Beinn an Oir (785m), meaning “the mountain of gold” in
Gaelic, Beinn Shiantaidh (755 m) meaning “the holy mountain” and Beinn a’ Chaolais (734m) -“the mountain
of the Kyle”. There are also several intermediate height hills including: Scrinadle (506m), Corra Bheinn (569),
Beinn Bhreac (439), Glas Bheinn (561), Dubh Bheinn (530m). Due to the topography and boggy, peat habitat
– there is a limited network of tracks and paths which span the island (Figure ). These include Evan’s Walk
which was constructed for Henry Evans in 1888 to aid his crossing to Glenbatrick on horseback. Although
summer is a peak time for visitors to Jura, these paths and tracks are being increasingly utilised throughout
the year, particularly during the stalking season some Estates are reporting increasing occurrences of
accidental disturbance whilst carrying out deer management activity.
As well as the positive health benefits deer can bring, Deer can also impact on people’s health negatively
either through Deer Vehicle Collisions incidents (DVCs), covered in Chapter 16 or the role deer play as a host
for ticks. Jura has a high incidence of ticks on the island. Although the main village of Criaighouse is fenced
off, occasionally deer gain access the area, possibly through access gates being left open. As well as
impacting on people’s gardens, there have been incidences of deer accessing public areas including the
school play-grounds, bringing with them ticks which have the potential to carry Lyme disease. The disease is
caused by a spiral-shaped, spirochaetal bacterium of the Borrelia genus and is spread to humans (and other
mammals and birds) through the bite of infected ticks. The most common ticks in Lyme disease transmission
are the sheep tick or deer tick (Ixodes Ricinus) and the hedgehog tick (Ixodes hexagonus). More information
on Lyme Disease and deer can be found at www.nhsinform.scot/illnesses-and-conditions/infections-andpoisoning/lyme-disease and www.bestpracticeguides.org.uk/people/lyme-disease.
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15.2 Current Delivery
•

•
•
•
•

Responsible access is encouraged and welcomed by all properties within the DMG. Walkers are
encouraged to take note to available signage and stick to paths and ridges and avoid descending into
corries where possible during the main stag stalking season. The Paps of Jura: Beinn an Oir, Beinn
Shiantaidh, Beinn a’Chaolais are all listed in Table 1 on the Heading For The Scottish Hills website.
Inver, Ardlussa and Barnhill all have access signage for visiting public.
The Estates have a good relationship with Mountain Bothy Association who manage some of the
bothies on Jura.
Group members are responsible for managing any deer that get into in the village of Craighouse and
for ensuring the fence is in good repair.
Tick awareness is already discussed widely in the community and with estates and staff on all estates.
Tick information is provided for visitors through accommodation providers.
The Group have collectively signed up to principles of Best Practice which provides guidance on
safeguarding public safety and food safety in relation to venison production.

15.3 Actions for Delivery
Public Health & Wellbeing

When?

Who?

Consider producing an information
leaflet for visitors. Possibly include
health information about tick
awareness and Lyme Disease.

By Spring
2020 and
ongoing

DMG
Secretary
& DMG
Members

Complete access information for the
Heading For the Scottish Hills initiative.

By Spring
2019

DMG
Secretary

Raise awareness of threats relating to
Chronic Wasting Disease and sign up to
CWD Biosecurity Policy (Section 2 ).

Ongoing

DMG
Members

Ongoing

DMG
Members

Ongoing

DMG
Chair and
Secretary

Investigate opportunities for
awareness raising/educational events
for the local community.
Provide opportunities for any concerns
from the local community to be
addressed.

How?
Secretary to circulate leaflets at
Spring/Autumn meetings for members to
distribute. Information made available on
DMG website.
Secretary to ensure information is kept up
to date. Information on Access to be made
available on DMG web site.
Members to raise awareness of CWD with
Clients and Visitors from USA, Canada and
Scandanavia.
Members to discuss opportunities at
meetings. Open events to be advertised on
DMG website.
Meeting dates and Agendas will be publicly
available on DMG website and circulated to
community councils in advance. DMG
contact details will be available on website.
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Figure 10: Access Routes across Jura.
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16. Economic Benefits
16.1 Economic Benefits of Deer Management
Wild deer are considered a valuable resource and can play an important role in promoting and sustaining
economic activity, especially in rural areas where they can contribute to businesses, particularly tourism and
food production. Whilst the Estates within the Group may have different land management approaches, a
shared aspiration is needed to balance strong conservation objectives whilst maximising the potential value
of deer as a resource.
Jura’s current human population numbers around 230, and is centred mainly on the east coast along a single
track road. Deer and their sustainable management are considered to be a significant contributor to the
local economy. Where once the land would have supported many more families through crofting and
agriculture, with farming largely in decline, the island’s economy is a fragile one, and opportunities for local
employment relies heavily on tourism (including wildlife tourism), the Isle of Jura whisky and Ardlussa Gin
distilleries and the sustainable commercial harvesting of deer.
Venison is considered to be a healthy, ethical meat and it’s production has the potential to provide further
local benefits to Jura. Currently all Estates have a larder, with several Estates sharing access to a communal
chill located at Ardfin. The collaborative arrangement is a loose one and facilitates the effective selling of
carcasses straight to a mainland Game-Dealer. Whilst the current arrangement provides a short-term
solution to efficient carcass collection, there is opportunity for the DMG to scope the potential economic
and social benefits that could be provided through the ability to process and market a unique venison
product both locally and to the wider public. Historically the island has had experience of venison production
as there was deer farm on Ballard Croft in the late 70’s and Ardlussa also had a deer farm for several years.
Inver currently have a deer farm and sell a small amount of venison locally. With technological innovation
providing increased opportunities to market a unique island brand both locally to a global audience, there
may be support to scope this activity further through the Scottish Government’s Rural Innovation Support
Service (RISS) with a potential avenue to develop an innovation project for Jura. Further information on RISS
can be found at www.innovativefarmers.org/welcometoriss.
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16.2 Current Delivery
The economic benefits to be derived for DMG members and the wider community rely on the continued
sustainable management of the deer herd. In order to secure the long-term sustainable annual harvest of
stags it is important to manage the herd carefully to balance numbers with the environment, and to
continue to carefully select cull animals in order to leave strong, productive breeding hinds.
The current population for the whole island is 5,110 deer (density of 14.1 deer per km2) with a stag to hind
ratio of 1:1.4 (Table ). The population is evenly split between North and South, albeit the relative density of
deer is slightly higher in the North. Currently, 263 stags are required by the group to be harvested annually.
In order to achieve this across the Group area, a minimum total population of around 5,046 deer (13.9 deer
per km2) is needed (Table 14).
Target populations for North and South have been calculated to take into account the number of stags
required to deliver a sustainable harvest of mature stags (and the number of hinds required to produce
them), as well as incorporating the individual population objectives of estates in the South. This has resulted
in an overall target population of 5,046 deer for the whole DMG (density of 13.9 deer km2).
The target population for the whole DMG, North and South highlighted in Table 14 incorporates
management objectives by Ardfin to reduce the total population to 800 deer and Inver to reduce numbers to
a total of 450. The figure also includes an aspiration to increase the hind population slightly on Forest. The
target population also includes just the required number of deer in the North to deliver the required stag
cull -allowing for a slight reduction in hinds to benefit conservation objectives.
The target density will be kept under review and may be adjusted at any point in agreement with the
Group, to take into account changes in management objectives and the outcome of future habitat impact
assessments.
Table 14: Sustainable Stag Harvest
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The potential income and employment generated from deer management activities of the Group members
is estimated to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

178K through sporting lets;
70.5K through venison sales;
£66.5k from over-night accommodation;
10.5 full-time equivalent employees involved directly in deer management;
There are 5 properties (including self-catering and fully catered lodges) involved in accommodating
visiting guest on Jura;
All properties use local services in the local surrounding area - such as shops, fuel, hotels and B&Bs,
local tradesmen, vets, livestock feed suppliers;
Ardlussa operate a shared larder with Barnhill.
All those undertaking stalking have access to larders and chills. No estates are currently members of
Scottish Quality Assured Wild Venison.

The current costs associated with managing deer for the whole DMG (including wages for 10.5 FTEs plus
capital costs of vehicles and equipment etc) are estimated to be in the region of £465k. Deer management
therefore likely represents a net cost to land-owners.
Table 14: Estimated Cost of Deer Management on Jura
CASHFLOW
SALES (Ex VAT)
Venison Sales

70,500

Sporting Lets

178,000

Accomodation

66,500
248,500

DIRECT COSTS & OVERHEAD EXPENSES - DEER MANAGEMENT (Ex VAT)
Labour

-220,500

Machinery: Boats, Argos, 4x4s, Quads (fuel, repairs, tax )

-105,000

Services

-7,000

Property (insurance, repairs to buildings, roads & tracks)

-105,000

Rates and Subscriptions

-20,500

Purchases - (ammunition etc)

-7,000
TOTAL OVERHEADS

-465,000

SURPLUS/DEFICIT

-216,500
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16.3 Actions for Delivery
Economic Benefits
Investigate opportunities for
membership of SQWV Quality
Assurance Scheme.
Investigate opportunities to add-value
to deer management in particular for
more effective collection of carcasses
and possible collaborative processing
of carcasses using existing or new
facilities.
DMG Members to seek opportunities
to market venison locally.
DMG Members to continue to monitor
sustainable harvest of sporting stags.

When?

Who?

How?

Ongoing

DMG
Members

On-going discussion at DMG meetings.

Annually

DMG
Members

Group to discuss options for the continued
use of the Chiller facility at Ardfin. Group
also to consider approaching the Rural
Innovation Support Service (RISS) for
possible feasibility study.

Ongoing

DMG
Members

Individual members undertake.

Ongoing

Secretary
& DMG
Members

Population model used to monitor
sustainable harvest of stags.
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17. Minimising the economic costs
17.1 Understanding the Costs of Deer Management
Wild deer are considered a resource and can play an important role in promoting and sustaining economic
activity (see Chapter 16). However they can also create costs to other land-use objectives and have a
negative impact on other economic activities including crofting, agriculture and forestry. The actual
economic loss to Crofters through deer can be difficult to quantify however it includes loss of grazing for
livestock, loss of crops and damage to croft infrastructure such as fences/walls. In addition, from a resource
perspective, every stag legitimately shot out of season to prevent damage represents a lost commercial
opportunity. Arguably the impact of ticks on public health and on livestock also carries an economic cost.
The role of deer as a tick vector and the issue of tick borne disease is detailed in Section 15.
Deer Vehicle Collisions (DVCs) may incur an economic as well as social cost. There is one main road (A846)
on Jura which runs from Feolin along the east coast as far as Ardlussa. Although relatively infrequent, DVCs
tend to occur between Feolin and Craighouse (Figure 11). At times the road runs close to the shore and
groups of deer frequently cross the road to feed on the sea-weed where they can. Deer will also cross the
road to get access to pasture on croft ground which, at particular times of the year such as Winter/early
Spring becomes extremely attractive to deer.
17.2 Current Delivery
Deer fencing is a management tool that has been used particularly effectively on Jura to prevent deer
accessing the main areas of croft ground as well as restricting access to the village of Craighouse and the
golf-course at Ardfin. As such, very few deer are controlled out of season and good communication links
exist between Group members and the local community. Fencing has also been used to protect native
woodland and commercial forestry schemes (Chapter 7 & 8) and to prevent deer crossing the road on a
section of road north of Craighouse. This contributes to the future sustainable management of deer as a
shared resource. Maintaining good communication links between Group members and the wider
community will also help resolve local issues quickly and effectively.
17.3 Actions for Delivery
Minimising Economic Costs

When?

Who?

Spring
2019

DMG
Chairman
and
Secretary

DMG Secretary will correspond with
relevant parties.

Set up monitoring and reporting of DVCs.
Implement mitigation where practical.

Ongoing

DMG
Secretary

Members of DMG asked to report DVCs to
DMG Secretary.

Report on out of season and night shooting
authorisations.

Annually

DMG
Members

Members to inform DMG Chair/Secretary of
any deer culled under authorisation.

Ensure local crofting interests are consulted
on DMP and invited to/represented at
DMG meetings.

How?
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Figure 11: DVC Risk
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18. Communication
18.1 Background
Effective collaborative deer management requires effective communication on deer management issues
both within the DMG and throughout the wider community in order to promote better awareness and
education of deer and deer management. Jura DMG maintains excellent communication between members
and the wider community.
18.2 Current Delivery
The DMG will continue to manage the Jura deer herd for the benefit of the local community, addressing
local issues as and when they arise.
The DMG Communications Policy encourages participation and collaboration, the Group Constitution (Part
2) sets out methods for conflict resolution and the ADMG Principles of Collaboration have been adopted.
The Deer Management Plan has been consulted on through the DMG website and a meeting held for the
local community.
The DMG works in partnership with SNH, Police Scotland and members of the DMG are also members of the
Local Community.
18.3 Actions for Delivery
Communication

When?

Who?

How?

Stakeholders consulted on draft plan.

Spring
2019

DMG
Secretary

Draft DMP made available on public
website. Relevant stakeholders identified
and invited to consult. Interested parties
invited to attend a consultation meeting on
Jura.

Final Plan and Minutes of Meetings will
published on DMG Website.

Spring
2019

DMG
Secretary

DMG Website.

Annually

DMG
Members

Annual Report could be published online
and one meeting held to include an Open
Public Meeting.

DMG to consider producing an Annual
Report and holding an Open Meeting
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19. Deer welfare
19.1 Safeguarding Deer Welfare
The health and welfare of individual animals and the wider deer population as a whole is absolutely integral
to deer management. From his pioneering investigations conducted in 1890, Henry Evans recognised the
value in understanding factors such as fecundity and deer mortality. As well as detailed observations, he
collected important information about dead deer mostly from bones and remnants of carcasses but fresh
deer were also given a post-mortem, including any stags killed for welfare purposes. He was therefore able
to establish information on disease and health of deer and was able to provide information for wider deer
forest management.
Today, welfare is as important to deer managers as it was then. The definition of welfare in relation to wild
deer is ‘concern for their physical and psychological well-being’. This definition can be applied to both the
individual animal and population level. Wild Deer Best Practice Guidance states that with increasing
intervention (e.g. fencing, feeding, culling) comes increasing responsibility for their welfare.
19.2 Current Delivery
Welfare Policy. The DMG members have agreed and adopted a welfare policy (Part 2 of plan).
Fencing & Shelter. Fencing is a management tool that has been used. The exclusion or prevention of deer
movements to areas of natural areas of shelter in winter through the erection of exclosures or use of
strategic fenced may pose a threat to welfare. Similarly, areas where fencing is no longer required and can
be removed, can provide natural shelter which will be attractive to deer. Currently there are 8+ woodland
blocks totalling around 343 ha open to deer plus areas of natural woodland.
Supplementary Feeding Within the DMG only one property currently provides agricultural ground and some
limited additional winter feeding specifically for deer. Most deer have access to the shore-line and seaweed
is an important element of their diet.
Deer Condition & Winter Mortality Members monitor the health of the herd throughout the year and
particularly throughout the winter months. Monitoring the condition of yearling stags and hinds can be a
good indicator of general health of the population, as well as looking for behavioural signs of ill-health. The
DMG already monitor and report any significant levels of winter mortality to the Group, as well as any
significant health issues encountered. It is considered that mortality within the group is approx. 6% for
calves, and 2% hinds for hinds and stags. These figures are used in the current population models for the
DMG, but will be varied depending on the location and practical experience.
Culling. Welfare of culled animals is safeguarded through all DMG members having adequate training and
taking account of industry standard Best Practice Guidance in all deer management activity.
Recruitment Rates. The monitoring of recruitment rates in the Spring gives an indication of both calving rate
the previous summer and subsequent survival of calves.
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19.3 Actions for Delivery.
Safeguarding Welfare

Consider opportunities for CPD/Training in
relation to deer welfare.
Provide information on welfare indicators
annually and report any resulting
management actions.
Any new fencing in DMG area will consider
welfare implications in design and extent
and the appropriate management
undertaken.
Identify opportunities to open up further
woodland to deer.

When?

Who?

How?

Ongoing

DMG
Members

Ongoing

DMG
Members

Deer managers to provide information on
yearling condition, calving rates,
recruitment rates and winter mortality.

Ongoing

DMG
Members

New fencing proposals will be consulted
with DMG.

Ongoing

DMG
Members

Carry out as part of ongoing forestry
restructuring work.

DMG will run at least one event to share
Best Practice Management.
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20. Management Units: Ardlussa
Property
Area
Owner
Deer Management Contact
•
Background
Designations

Deer Management
Objectives
Future Objectives
Woodland
Land Management

Deer Impacts
Supplementary
Feeding
Deer Distribution &
Movements
Access

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ardlussa
6,145 ha
Andrew & Claire Fletcher
Ewen MacInnes

The Estate is located in the north of the island and neighbours Ruantallain to the
south.
Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA
Doire Dhonn SSSI
Jura Wildland
To manage the deer herd sustainably to provide environmental benefits but to
continue to support the commercial harvesting of stags.
To continue to look at diversification of activities to support the sustainable
management of the estate.
Woodland survey carried out in 2014.
Long Term Forest Plan (2014 -2034) for the SSSI.
50 acre farm (hay & silage) but no crofts.
Cattle (65 Ling and 3 Limousine/Simmental Bulls) plus handful of sheep
Small hydro scheme (5 years old).
No muirburn.
Post war, deer numbers were reduced to make room for sheep.
Wild coastal population of goats.
Issues with invasive rhododendron and inability to control
Herbivore impacts on woodland outwith exclosures
Not undertaken
At one time the property was managed with Barnhill and went through a period
of significant deer reduction to make way for sheep.
Beinn Bhreac (467m).
Access path to Barnhill.
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Socio-Economics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 x full time employees associated with deer management
1.5 x housekeeping staff
3 x Gin Distillery employees
Letting of stalking
Accommodation for 10 people at Ardlussa House on self-catered or fully-catered
basis.
Use of locally sourced produce (lamb, venison, seafood)
Also use local self-catering properties to accommodate guests.
Fishing for salmon & trout.
Gin Distillery business started in 2015 employing 3 people using native juniper.
Wildlife Tourism tours provided.
Bothy at Glengarrisdale-mostly accessed from Ruantallain.
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21. Management Units: Ardfin
Property
Area
Owner
Deer Management Contact
•
Background

Designations

Deer Management
Objectives
Future Objectives
Woodland

Land management

Deer Impacts

Supplementary
Feeding
Deer Distribution &
Movements
Access
Socio-Economics

•
•
•
•
•

Ardfin Estate
5,084 ha
Greg Coffey
Willie MacDonald, Graeme Rozga

The Estate is situated at the southern tip of the island, between Feolin and
Craighouse and was purchased by Greg Coffey in 2010. Previous to this, the
Estate had historically been in the ownership of the Campbells until the RileySmith family purchased the Estate in 1938.
Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA
Craighouse Ravine SSSI
Jura NSA & Jura Wildland
To reduce the herd to around 800.

•
•
•
•
•

To continue to develop part of the Estate into a tourism venue including the
development of an 18 bedroom hotel and Championship 18-hole golf course.
In-bye natural woodland and gardens - all deer proof.
1,200 acres of commercial forest managed by Agent.
In 1983 FCS bought land for forestry but this was bought back in 2014.
Long-term forest plan in place and plans for felling and replanting in 2 years.
No plans for woodland expansion outwith existing woodland.
In 2009, Estate got rid of 1,500 sheep and 130 cattle in 2011.
Small number of livestock remain but focus on deer.
Large area of the low ground has been developed for a golf-course – so won’t
be returning to farming.
Croft land has been purchased and re-let. 6 new houses built.
Deer are most fenced out of grounds around Jura House and golf-course.
Issues with gates being left open and accessing Craighouse village.
Incidents of DVCs between Craighouse and Feolin.
None undertaken.

•

Free movement of deer with Inver and Forest Lodge.

•

No issues with access. Highest point is Glas Beinn (562m) but most visitors use
access routes on Inver and further north Evan’s walk.
1x full-time employees associated with deer management plus seasonal
assistant. Currently have 18 other full-time employees.
Hotel has potential to provide in the region of 30 jobs locally.
Stag stalking let.
1 Lodge (sleeps 12) – let for 6 weeks annually.
Estate has own larder and chill. Venison sold to Game Dealer.
Estate has an arrangement to provide access to a communal chill for carcasses
from other Estates to the North.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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22. Management Units: Barnhill
Property
Area
Owner
Deer Management Contact
•
Background
Designations

Deer Management
Objectives
Future Objectives
Woodland

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Land management

Deer Impacts
Supplementary
Feeding
Deer Distribution &
Movements
Access

Socio-Economics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barnhill Estate
2,802 ha
Ewan and Robert Fletcher
Ewan and Robert Fletcher

Located at the northernmost tip of Jura, the Estate overlooks the Corryvreckan
Whirlpool.
Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA
Jura NSA
Kinuachdrach SSSI
West Coast of Jura SSSI
Jura Wildland
To maintain a healthy deer population in order to sustain a commercial stag
harvest.
Currently in discussion with SNH about management of woodland as bracken
biggest issue.
4 areas of fenced woodland for regeneration (70 ha). 2 have been successful, 1
had a fire after 7 years and half of the tree were burnt, largest exclosure
overlooking Corrievreckan starting to show regeneration.
Fenced 15 - 24 years ago. One fence beginning to fall down. 3 exclosures open to
sea and deer can break in.
Very slow growth – probably need another 20 years. Bracken now an issue.
Severe storm hit 5 years ago and many of the smaller rowans were lost.
In 60s would have been 800 ewes but these were removed in the 70s.
Currently summer grazing for 20 cows and calves.
Population of wild goats is managed to prevent impacts to woodland. .
No public vehicle access on estate so no issues with DVCs.
None.
Property is surrounded by sea on three sides. Hinds hefted but will drift to the
coast in winter where they have access to the shore.
Carrying capacity varies at local level.
Vehicle access is restricted to the Public and main track is locked.
Coastal footpath/track for 5 milesto KInuachdrach and 2 miles further to
Corrievreckan viewpoint. Information signage at the end of the public road.
More people accessing the area by boat.
Increasing incidences of disturbance during the stalking season.
No full time employees associated with deer management -stags stalking let and
family carry out hind cull mainly Jan/Feb. Occasional assistance for 4/5 days.
Larder shared with Ardlussa.
Holiday cottage let during stalking and at other times. Additional
accommodation for clients provided at Jura Hotel and other estates.
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23. Management Units: Forest Estate
Property
Area
Owner
Deer Management Contact

•
Background
Designations

Deer Management
Objectives
Future Objectives
Woodland

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land management
Deer Impacts
Supplementary
Feeding

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deer Distribution &
Movements

Access

Socio-Economics

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Forest Estate
2,733 ha
Hon. W.G. Vestey
Ross Rozga

Located in the south east of the island, the Estate neighbours Tarbert to the
north, Inver (and the Paps of Jura) to the west and Ardfin to the south.
Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA
Jura NSA
Beinn Shiantaidh SSSI
Jura Wildland
To ensure a healthy and sustainable herd with the intention of increasing the
herd hind numbers.
Woodland restructuring.
Estate is looking to undertake woodland restructuring in 2019. Long-term Forest
Plan in place and details felling plan for next 5 years.
Looking to provide access to areas of commercial forestry for deer to provide
additional areas of shelter.
Areas of replanting will be fenced off from deer but done in segments.
No muirburn undertaken.
75 kW Hydro scheme in place.
Not aware of any historic features impacted by deer.
No issues with DVCs as deer fenced off from the main road.
Deer have access to agricultural fields during winter with some supplementary
feeding (draught from distillery) during bad weather.
Deer don’t have access to seaweed on the shore unlike other estates as this is
fenced off.
Resident population of hinds and produce own stags.
Some movement with neighbouring estates depending on weather.
Deer are fenced out of the adjacent croft ground at Knockcrome and Ardmenish.
Fences being secured to prevent access to Craighouse.
Recommended access point for Loch an t-Siob, The Paps of Jura and Evan’s Walk
to Glenbatrick Bay starts from Three Arch Bridge. Popular with walkers -so will
avoid stalking in this area at busiest times.
1x full-time and 1x part-time involved with deer management
1 x Housekeeper (private lodge) and 1 x part-time assistant with holiday
property
Stag and hind stalking not let.
1 x holiday house let for 25 weeks
Larder and communal chill used. Venison sold to Game Dealer.
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24. Management Units: Inver Estate
Property
Area
Owner
Deer Management Contact
Background

•

Designations

•
•
•
•
•

Deer Management
Objectives
Future Objectives
Woodland

Land management

Deer Impacts
Supplementary
Feeding
Deer Distribution &
Movements
Access

Socio-Economics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inver Estate
3,497 ha
John Lithgow
Donald Ewen Darragh

Located in the south of the Island, the Estate lies to the west of The Paps and
neighbours Ardfin Estate to the south, Tarbert Estate to the north and Forest
Estate to the east .
Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA
West Coast of Jura SSSI
Jura NSA
Jura Wildland
To bring the population down to under 500.
To utilise the landscape for low visual impact power production.
To reduce deer numbers to deliver environmental benefits.
Aims to improve woodland by re-fencing some areas for natural regeneration
and opening up others.
Lots of natural regeneration in ravines.
Area of spruce -open to deer
Deer farm with 40 animals.
Limited muirburn.
Dam and hydro scheme developed in 2010.
60 head of cattle.
The farm fields are fenced (used to be a deer farm) and used currently for
silage/grazing.
Mostly on woodland.
No DVCs
Deer fed in the past to assist in the live-capture of breeding hinds at the time.
None undertaken now but deer compete with cattle for access to feed.
Tends to hold stags in the winter which move to Ardfin in the summer. In late
September, stags return to Inver.
Some movement of deer with Islay.
Main access route for visitors to access The Paps via a circular route.
Increased access makes stalking more difficult. Blank days used to be infrequent,
now occurring weekly during the season.
Lodge providing self-catering and catered accommodation.
1 x full-time employee involved in deer management.
1 x part-time housekeeper/cook.
Estate has own larder and chill.
Estate sells a limited amount of venison locally.
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25. Management Units: Ruantallain Estate
Property
Area
Owner
Deer Management

Background
Designations

Deer Management
Objectives
Future Objectives
Woodland

Land management

Deer Impacts
Supplementary
Feeding
Deer Distribution &
Movements
Access
Socio-Economics

Ruantallain Estate
1,475 ha
Lindsay Bury
Craig Rozga and Scott Muir
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Estate lies immediately north of Loch Tarbert and neighbours with Ardlussa.
Until its sale in 1984, Ruantallain was a part of the Tarbert Estate,.
Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA
Jura NSA
West Coast of Jura SSSI
Jura Wildland
To maintain a healthy deer herd in balance with habitats.

•
•

To continue to manage the estate in a sustainable way.
Currently progressing a woodland scheme to join to existing areas of woodland
(19 ha of natural woodland and an area of woodland planted in late 80s/early
90s.
Deer have partial access to woodland and may look to opening an area up.
No livestock -sheep and cattle were removed in 1940s/50s.
Limited muirburn.
Coastal population of wild goats.
None on SSSI (geological feature).
Not undertaken currently.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deer utilise the west coast of the estate where they have access to sea-weed on
the shore.
Some movement with Ardlussa estate to the North.
2 Bothies (1 MBA ) used more and more.
2 x full time employees associated with deer management plus 3 weeks
assistance during stalking.
1 x part-time Lodge assistant.
Accommodation provided in full-catered Lodge during the stags or on a selfcatering basis during the hinds. Use of local hotel for additional accommodation.
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26. Management Units: Tarbert Estate
Property
Area
Owner
Deer Management Contact
•
Background

Designations

Deer Management
Objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Future Objectives

•

Woodland

•
•

Land management

•
•
•
•
•

Deer Impacts

Supplementary
Feeding

•
•
•
•

Tarbert
7,505 ha
Viscount Astor
Gordon Muir

The Estate is divided into 4 main management units.
o Tarbert Estate Hill (6,288 ha)
o Woodland (285 ha)
o Croft and Common Grazings (72 ha)
o Tarbert Farm (160ha)
The management of the farm is separate to that of the Estate.
Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA
Jura NSA
West Coast of Jura SSSI
Beinn Shiantaidh SSSI
Jura Wildland
To continue to maintain a healthy and balanced deer population, safeguarding
the long-term stewardship of the herd.
To continue to manage the estate in a sustainable way, supporting employment
and the local community.
25 acres of woodland fenced for natural regeneration. Some additional planting
on farm.
Last schemes 10 years ago. No plans to do more woodland creation schemes at
this stage. Current woodland can’t be harvested due to roads being unable to
transport timber.
1 forestry block with considerable wind-blow- deer have access.
1600 sheep until 1960 -when land given over to Forestry Commission for
planting.
Small areas of muirburn undertaken sensitively.
Hill grips but little damage to peatland.
Seeing increasing numbers of red grouse. Heather beetle has been a problem i
the west in the past.
Standing stones but not being impacted by deer.
DVCs not an issue.
Lyme disease has been identified and all staff and guests are made aware of risks.
None undertaken. Occasional mineral licks.
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Deer Distribution
& Movements

•
•
•
•
•

Access

•
•
•

Socio-Economics

•
•

Counts undertaken annually and cull determined by count. Information collected
on mortality and weights.
Croft ground at Knockcrome and Ardmenish is fenced off from main deer range.
Area between two townships fenced off in 1993.
Possible redistribution of deer across group area due to stock reductions.
Deer on the west side seem to survive better in bad weather- access to seaweed.
On the east coast, deer condition and weights fluctuate more and deer more
prone to deaths in late Spring with grass flushes.
Loch Tarbert is long and narrow so lots of movement of deer across it.
No munroes or corbetts. No issues with access. Encourage people to take
responsible access for safety.
Encourage phone calls from hotel about stalking activities. Signs that stalking in
progress and contact details.
2 x full time employees associated with deer management plus assistance for 2
months during stalking.
1 x Part-time Lodge assistant.
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